Imaging Solutions Recap

Release IMG_15.10
The CU*Answer Imaging Solutions Recap is designed to keep you informed of feature improvements
and other miscellaneous changes included in releases that are not covered in the release summary.
This specific Imaging Solutions Recap covers programming changes implemented with the IMG_15.10
release.

ArchView v7.1.0.35



Modification to prevent access violation error on close.
Modification to folder expansion images.

Document Server v7.3.0.2


Modification to improve memory management.

iDocVault



Add SSO ability using CONTROLID and CONTROL_ID
Add download link for browsers that do not have a PDF plugin

MVSB Uploader v7.2.0.3


Added content-type header when uploading file as an attachment.

PHP v5.4.45


Update PHP distribution to php v5.4.45 – nts-Win32 – VC9 – x86

ProDOC v7.3.0.8






Modification of the operation of PCL document, form changes and packages changes,
before and after pending.
Modified Layout Panel sizing on FormDef dialog.
Corrected spelling of the word “Destination” in ICopyFile error message.
Modification with deleting a package type so it also removes the appropriate SQL
database entries.
Modified form change logic as follows:
o Captured documents revert to the original form image without field draw data
or signatures. Field data is then re-drawn on the form if set to do so.
o Created Documents switch to a fresh copy of the selected form image. Field
data is then re-drawn on the form if set to do so.
o Scanned documents retain the original scanned image.
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Modified package change logic so all documents revert to the original form image
without field draw data or signatures. The data from the new package is then drawn
on the form, if set to do so.
Minor improvements to label and data field spacing on several form setup dialogs.
Modified to the “Scan” and “Scan Options” buttons so that if clicked while focused on
a signature box, the buttons now trigger the exit procedure that saves the signature
data.
Modified the lock operation for pending files to reduce the possibility that a pending
file could be opened by two people at the same time without giving the proper
warning.
Modification to the Setup Forms dialog in remote mode that that it no longer causes
an access violation when adding or deleting forms.
Modified the Setup Forms dialog so that when renaming or copying a form, the
corresponding user privileges were created or deleted as appropriate.
Changed the default settings so MySQL Pending operations are on if SQL is available,
and local pending SQLite database operations are on if MySQL is not available.
Modified the “Save to Pending” operation. Previously this prevented the signature
capture dialog from closing when operating in remote mode with local pending DB
turned off.
No longer prevent the enabling of signature pad graphics when using signature pad
graphics but no cash tracker.
Improved logic in the “Delete RBK File Set” function to ensure all files are deleted
even if some were missing.
Added a check on file clean-up of the “Load Pending Document” so it does not try to
delete a non-existing file.
Changed the size of the “Assign Forms and Signers” button on the Package Admin
dialog to be consistent with other buttons on the page.
Improved the font size and functionality of the “Assign Forms and Signers” dialog.
Made a modification to signature boxes so they no longer disappear when a form is
zoomed or resized.
Corrected logic so it would not try to open a document if a blank line in the “Load
Pending” dialog was clicked.
Changed the attributes table in DFCs to allow file names up to 256 characters.
Modification in form rename function to handle the case where the new form name
already exists.
Modification to the validation of data types after a document is loaded from pending
Changed logic in “Receipts” field updates to allow any field to be updated except
Transaction Number.
Improved logic in enabling or disabling the “Save” button.
Modified receipt processing logic to only load data from a package if the package is
manually selected after having captured or created the receipt.
Cleaned up logic and defaults in the Package Manager dialog.
Modification to document capture when clearing fields that caused an access
violation.
Now when trying to disassociate a pending document from a package, the document
will not be lost.
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Removed errors that occurred when updating or rebuilding local pending documents
database.
Removed lag when opening Signature Capture Form.
Moved the checkbox that controls “Save to Personal Storage” to be with the “Save”
and “eSign” buttons.
Added a programmable label for a “Save to Personal Storage” checkbox in the setup.
Moved the “Save to Personal Storage” flag from the document fields to the document
attributes in the RBK XML structure.
Added a setting to show or hide the “Save to Personal Storage” button on the
Signature Capture Dialog.

COMPATIBILITY

This version of ProDOC requires MySQL Configurator 7.1.0.0 (or later) in order to enable all functionality.
It is not backward compatible with versions prior to 7.0.0.0 when using changeable encryption or MultiDocument Storage, and versions prior to 7.0.0.10 when using Control ID-dependent key generation. In
order to enable the Multi-Document Storage and Changeable Encryption compatibilities throughout eDOC
applications, it is recommended that all eDOC applications be upgraded to 7.0.0.10 or later versions at
the same time. NOTE: for eSign users, eSignDoc 7.1.1.0 or later is required to enable the latest eSign
functionality. It is required for all new DocuSign accounts.
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